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A feathered electronic background drips purple flower
petals and cosmos down an expansive, slowly-shifting
background. A figure in high heels, a large wig, and a
floor-length cape made of living leaves and flowers enters,
voguing. As the figure moves, his muscular legs and flat
abdomen reveal him to be male, even as his attire suggests
a femme essence. Another figure, dressed similarly in a
long wig, and a cape of flowers, stands at a computer
keyboard on a small table, apparently controlling the
emerging electronic soundscape. His image appears amid
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the shifting colours of the large-scale background.
The first performer takes his hand, and the launch into a
short series of bodybuilder poses. An emphatically queer
Black space encompassed by phantasmagoric shifting
sounds, imagery, and gender presentations becomes the
grounding conceit of the performance, shifting gently from
butch to femme, bodybuilding to voguing, demonstrations
of dancing to intimate conversations barely perceptible to
the theatre audience.
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This brief description of Plasma, a work created by Mx
Oops and their collaborators Xavier Ryan, predicts the
unexpected dialogues at play in contemporary experimental
Black performance. Mx Oops, like other Black artists
emerging into the complex social landscape of 21st century
performance, wonders through their performances at the
social capacity of dance and technology to offer vistas of
a world yet to come, one that values Black creativity in a
rampant, unruly assembly, concerned with questions of
family, home, sexuality, gender, virtuosity, and technology.
This essay explores some aspects of contemporary research
around interdisciplinary practice and its impact and
influence on contemporary dance. What sorts of emergent
strategies are bringing artists of an African diaspora into
conversation around technological innovations? What sorts
of theoretical frames might surround performances in these
contexts, and how are Black artists discovering possibilities
in an expanded field that includes technologically-modified
portrayals of Black life?
I direct the research group SLIPPAGE: Performance|Culture|
Technology, currently in residence at Duke University in
Durham, North Carolina. SLIPPAGE emerged as a thinktank, an interdisciplinary performance research collective
that explores connections between performance and
emergent technology in the service of theatrical storytelling
and the telling of alternative histories. Founded in 2003
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, SLIPPAGE
produces conferences, symposia, workshops, and artist
exchanges in events that mark social progress via research
in performance.
SLIPPAGE collaborates with artists drawn from a wealth
of creative practices: polymedia artists, choreographers,
performers, theorists, historians, directors, technologists.
Highlights of the first seven years include a “Best of the
New” award from the Boston Globe (2005); grants for
new creation from the National Performance Network for
Project Development and Touring; Collaboration with
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the University of Texas at Dallas to develop wearable
technologies for dance theatre applications; theatrical
productions that toured to India, Japan, Peru, Sweden,
South Africa.
SLIPPAGE embraces diversity of identity, practice, and
methodology in each of its projects. We believe that we are
the strongest group when we each bring particular skills to
the table and to the stage. We believe that social change
arrives alongside the interventions of creative practice and
the realisation of performances. We focus on constructing
alternative histories that value the experiences of people
of colour, queers, the economically disadvantaged,
and the stories of minoritarian lives lived beyond their
seeming limitations. Recent SLIPPAGE projects include
two iterations of Afro-Feminist Performance Routes, a
gathering of Black women artists who work in experimental
modes of performance in Jamaica, Zimbabwe, Guadeloupe,
Haiti, Cuba, and the United States (2016 and 2018);
the Collegium for African Diaspora Dance, a biannual
conference of 200 artists/reserachers (2014, 2016, 2018);
Curating for Communities of Colour, a working group
for funders, presenters, curators, artists, and scholars to
acknowledge the particular concerns of audiences and
artists of colour. SLIPPAGE performance work includes
original musical composition for a ballet performed by
Dance Theater of Harlem (past-carry-forward, 2015,
chor. Thaddeus and Tanya Wideman Davis); a live green
screen performance fastPASTdance commissioned by the
Detroit Institute for the Arts and reperformed at Crystal
Bridges Museum (2016), and “...these borders that keep
me down,” an interactive design performance exploration
of intersections between political gerrymandering
and redlining practices, created at the invitation of the
Moogfest, 2018.
We think of SLIPPAGE as a place between places; the
place where memories stutter; where smooth gives way
to awkward; where silence tells a story that is loud and
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pungent. SLIPPAGE is the place between places that
soothes or stirs things up; where we lose our balance for
a moment and have to adjust to the shifting ground. Slip,
maybe fall, but get back up again, ready to go on. SLIPPAGE
is an interdisciplinary group that looks several directions
simultaneously to imagine a future of performance.
SLIPPAGE sources contemporary theory, historical
research, popular culture, African American folklore, gender
and sexuality studies, dance and theatre to imagine its
productions, workshops, and theoretical propositions.
Our process is to sit with the topic for some time, seeing
where it leads us. We meet regularly and explore research
threads, before settling, at some point, on an approach to
the work. Interactive technologies are developed only after
we’re sure of how we want to potentially address the topic
at hand. Our projects tend to take five years from day one
to first performance.
Working in technology and dance means working in the space
of post-human interface. This is an especially difficult location
for Black people, as we are continually disavowed and
under-resourced to participate in arenas of advanced digital
research. I want to spend the rest of this chapter discussing
some of the experiments that I’ve been involved with as a
Principal in SLIPPAGE, as well as some of the theoretical
methodologies that are in front of those projects.
Is technology race-biased? It seems to be. We know this
because access to technology depends on resources,
location, education, etc. But we also know this because
Black artists use technology in unexpected ways that
confound its supposed intentions. Musicians create
unfathomable soundscapes in cut and mix and sampling;
producing effects and sonicscapes with off-the-shelf
equipment. Many artists do this, of course, but Black artists
create unexpected vistas of sound that become engines
for global modes of popular culture. Think of house music,
hip-hop, jazz - obviously. New technologies drive these
forms forward towards experimentation in recording,
and in live performance musicality.

Dancers work within the musical systems created in these
musical genres, and in this, respond to the emergence of
technology in performance. More than this, some artists
deploy live-feed interfaces to enhance their performance
making; and this is the basic supposition of SLIPPAGE
inventions. The deployment of emergent technologies, or
their incorporation in original productions, brings forward
experiments in Black art and live processing towards
unusual ends.
Our recent invention, commissioned by the North Carolina,
USA Moogfest, was titled, ...these borders that keep me
down... (2018). The hour-long work explored redlining,
gerrymandering, and asocial cartographies that produce
and reinforce inequality. The event was billed as an
“Afropunk extravaganza” that sought to bring questions
of racialised voting and banking policies to the front of the
imagination of performers and audiences who participated
in the show.
The work involved the efforts of five technologists and five
movement improvisers, all of whom designed pathways
through the hour of the invention, and then shared them out
to the group. While I acted as the director/choreographer,
and the inciter for the research and its execution, the
project was truly a collaborative invention involving all
of the participants, including a lighting designer who
constructed visual looks in real time, during the exploration.
During the work, each of the five technologists took the
lead in articulating some theme of computational racisms
constructed to separate Black Durhamites from social,
economic, and political possibilities. One section focused on
the fantasy of green space available to “all citizens” of a city,
when, in reality, access is always limited by police presences
and hours of operation; another section focused on the
history of bank redlining and US government policies that
sought to keep Black neighbourhoods contained by refusing
to loan to Black citizens unless they were willing to buy in
already established, and sub-par, city neighbourhoods.
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The work ended with a visual “game” designed by Quran
Karriem that modelled the ways that people move to be
nearer to each other, but in the process, might create
overcrowding and diminished resources for all. In the
interface that Karriem designed, black dots moved among
a projection of a grid on the floor; the dots gathered and
dispersed according to a system that favoured an equitable
spacing among the dots. The system could be set to run
for days at a time, for hours, or for minutes; we chose
collectively to run the system for some 10 minutes or so.
Audience members and performers moved alongside the
dots projected onto the floor, mimicking the movement
of people who bunch up to be near one another, but then
branch out to have space of their own. The system - and the
audience/performers - settled into an equitable, sustainable
arrangement at the end of the 10 minutes, which became
the end of the shared performance.
“...these borders...” deployed custom-designed interfaces by
a group of Black and white artists; with a majority of POC
designers creating the interfaces for the group. Like many
SLIPPAGE projects, the work arrived after a deep dive
into research on both political gerrymandering, designed
to deny Black Americans a fair representation in local
and regional government, as well as the history - and
persistence - of racist banking practices in the state of
North Carolina where we live and work. The project
enjoyed two performances at the festival, and continues
to be developed towards a future life on tour.
Building the work, we found ourselves outraged at the
information uncovered by our research, and enlivened to
make something unusual that could speak to the histories
of social disparity we uncovered. Performers in the work
crafted movement sequences based on their interpretation
of the information and our collective assembly; the work
emerged as a structured improvisation that depended
on the embodied inventions of the performers and,
ultimately, the audience. Throughout the show, the
space was re-arranged by a series of screens that divided
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people; performers and audience alike had to negotiate
where in the room they would dance or stand in real time,
according to the needs of the moment, in order to survive
the process of the performance itself. Our dancing and
our responses to the constructed environments of coded
visual representations meant to suggest the many modes of
survival that Black people engage, to find our way towards
a collective possibility that might honour our shared sense
of pasts, presents, and futures.
The terms of exploration that typically inspire SLIPPAGE
projects are the terms of Black life - imagined as a
collective body that resists individuation; an impossible
indeterminacy of daily movements; chaos, yes; and a
never-ending deviation from “normal” that will allow for
survival at seemingly any cost. These are the terms of the
posthuman proposed by some cultural theorists, and these
are also the terms of Black life for many. Black presence
and its non-existence were foundational to the invention
of “the modern;” we can’t have modernity without its
primitive opposite and contents. Neo-primitivism and
the establishment of the Occidental, Black Other make
the necessary space and provide the necessary cultural
materials for modernity, humanism,
and of course, posthumanism.
As an American, I am entirely subsumed by technological
innovations and medical experiments on the body. Flint,
Michigan and cancerous water offerings; Tuskeegee,
Alabama and government-endorsed experiments with
syphilis; nothing new here. In these instances, and so
many others, information was withheld by government
agents from a Black populace in order for some medicaltechnological exploration. To be a Black person in the
United States means, in some ways, to be physically
available to the experiments in technology and medicine
that intend to imagine a future that is healthier and more
liveable for some, but not all. And those ‘someones’ are
rarely Black people or people of colour.
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I often consider the difficult container for creativity
that encompasses the worlds that many of us inhabit,
as Black people.

we begin in the afterlives of slavery.
here, little may be taken for granted.
little makes sense, beyond the logics of
capitalisms.
disavowal, abjection, disdain.
bare life. incompletely rendered.
incompletely allowed.
saturated by experience.
Remarkably, this also might describe the posthuman
condition and its possibility.
Wikipedia reminds us that posthuman or post-human
is a concept originating in the fields of science fiction,
futurology, contemporary art, and philosophy that literally
means a person or entity that exists in a state beyond being
human. And, of course, many Afro-pessimist theorists have
reasoned effectively that Black occupies the position of the
unthought; referencing the truth that Black people have not
been considered human in the annals of western philosophy
or much legislation. And still, we are incredibly gifted makers
of performance.
African American cultural expressions rise among multivalent renderings of experience as simultaneous acts of
citation that cut across: temporality, gender presentations,
class formations, conceptions of place, articulations of bare
life, etc. Black expression seeks to overlay experience by
way of citation to produce a capacious, impossible
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experience of deep sensorial complexity. Posthuman
concerns of information overload butt up against these
demonstrations of Black aesthetic creativity. As researchers
wonder at the limits of human capacities to maintain
clarity of focus in relation to endless streams of data, Black
performance engages multiplicitous formations of citation
and data arrangement in the service of artmaking.
Let’s wonder together at terms of black performance that
build upon split attention and prodigious citationality,
to compare these modes to concerns of posthuman
interference and sensory distraction predicted by
technological ubiquity.

Posthuman Interference
We imagine around future possibilities that place “human”
in relation to overwhelming streams of big data. We
wonder, again and again, can we survive the onslaught of
technologies that seem to remember and process more than
we can or that we do? If we can barely remember where
we put our keys down, or where we parked the car, or what
we had to eat a day before, how can we approach AI, or
global surveillances, or smart machines that process this
information seemingly without effort? What chance do we
have in the light having it all done for us already: processed,
categorised, assessed and filed away even before we realise
that we’re not sure of the question at hand?
Posthuman critiques wonder at the capacities of people
to maintain some sorts of autonomies in the face of data
aggregation that overwhelmingly denies the places of
human indeterminacies. As humans, we actually enjoy
not knowing; becoming. We don’t necessarily know why
this is; why we might achieve pleasure from the pursuit of
information discovery. But we do explore: we gather and
debate, we revel in not knowing or coming to consciousness;
in finding modes of expression and capacity new to us. We
enjoy time and its irregularities.
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The posthuman prediction, in some ways, imagines a
gathering of data and a narrowing of possibility. When
the robot can successfully process the information, and
predict the optimal outcome, we may be left without a
phenomenological purpose. In this formation, I imagine the
“uncanny valley” not as a surprise to my sense of life or not/
life, but rather as the abdication of mystery that typically
enhances my encounters in time.

I’m wondering here, how is it that Black creativity has
endured abjection, slavery, Jim Crow, and twenty-first
century police states? We remind ourselves that Black
people have not been defined as human in the context of the
West. We endured legislative disavowal, in the context of
the United States and South Africa; we continue to contend
with social disavowals that limit our possibilities, at times, in
every field of endeavour. And still we make art, we dance.

Posthuman interference in not knowing, then, might be
the ways that we hunger for more information, more data,
more capacities, even as we recognise that we can but
barely accommodate what is in front of us now. I wonder
if we replace our desires to become - to not know, to
discover - with desires to touch more surfaces; to pass our
eyes across more imagery, more quickly; to stimulate with
vigorous intensities made possible by emergent interfaces.
What might be different now, in the face of today’s
technologies, are the scales of these interactions, and the
absolute impossibilities of connecting to even a fraction of
the information available.

In relation to the posthuman, we Black people emerge into
creative life as the matter of “otherness” in the West. We
emerge as the matter of labour, especially in the context of
the United States, that produced the possibility for great
wealth and technological innovation. Black bodies acted as
the engine of capital and “the modern” in a system of chattel
slavery that landed with a huge difference from other
sorts of servitude in other parts of the world. The “peculiar
institution” of slavery produced conditions that supported
the production of the posthuman possibility; remarkably,
Black creativity also demonstrates a possibility for “the
human” to exist within the posthuman circumstance.
We make art even outside of the terms of the human. In
this, our Afrofuturist inventions, like the artistry of PLASMA
described at the beginning of this chapter, demonstrate
an outside to the reigns of capitalist entanglements of big
data. PLASMA, like other Afrofuturist inventions, reveals
the enlivened gestures of Black thought within and beyond
the expected limitations of data to produce coercion and a
predictable docility.

The circumstance of posthuman technologies interferes
with daily life by creating a need to disembody. In some
ways, the rabbit holes of Twitter, Facebook, closed caption
security feeds, reality television programming, and
enhanced reality gaming encourage physical containment.
Participatory artwork rises now as a countermeasure, but
its spreadability is tiny in relation to the populations invested
in visual monitoring. In the context of the United States,
more people play video games every day than attend live
performances. We honestly don’t know what will happen.
So then, we turn to Black performance and its strategies
that collude with an impossibility to know the outcome of
the day, strategies born of aesthetic structures that valorise
the collective and its knowledges of itself, even as they push
towards pleasure.

Black performance provides pride of place to improvisatory
structures, tactics of performance that emphasise
responding, intelligently and sensitively, in real-time to the
events of the moment. In this constant rethinking of now
towards a performative more than now, Black performance
bends the note; bends the circumstance that surrounds the
performance toward an unexpected something that brings
us towards each other.
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Improvisation as a practice stresses the opening of time
towards other times: citations of other sounds or songs;
the inclusion of different sorts of movements among
dancing; the witty turn of phrase that constitutes the best
of battle rapping or spoken word performance. Value
in improvisation tends to be assigned according to the
unexpected turn, the bend of meaning or reference into
unexplored, unanticipated arrival.
To value improvisational affect, we in the audience have
to attend the performance carefully. We have to listen,
watch, and sense intently in order to catch the references
and the bendings of the information towards the emergent
performance. In this, good improvisation creates an active
collective awareness for the gathered public; improvisation
encourages us to share our responses in real time and
register them among us. Improvisation coaxes us to
participate in performance, to mark the best turns of phrase,
and bending of the body, with shouts of approval, singing
and swaying, dancing gestures of our own. Improvisation
encourages us to bend the circumstance of the posthuman;
to recommit ourselves to being present among each other
now, considering a more than now that comes forth as artists
explore and discover in performance.
Black people have practiced, carefully, living in a world
without end; living without an assumption of an outcome.
We know this from the millions of migrants, forced to
move from first or second homes on the continent or in
Central America or the Caribbean, in pursuit of a more
sustainable living. These migrations - in which Black people
are inevitably and unfairly characterised as refugees,
no matter the circumstance - seldom include knowable
futures or calculable choreographies; the movements of
Black people are exactly the movements of resisting the
algorithms predicted by big data. Precisely this, because
Black people arrive within the position of the unthought;
our performances in improvisation demonstrate an ability to
continue life that might be conceived outside of the obvious
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and calculable systems of state control, or hegemonic
behavioural patterns. Black life is conceived outside of
systems of existence, and its creative processes refer to
life lived in extraordinary [impossible] circumstances. Black
people have developed an outrageous ability to withhold
conclusions/endings/solutions from singular, predictable
outcomes. Again, and again, we are compelled to think of the
obvious social calculations to be unavailable or unlikely for
our passage through time. And so, we improvise, and make
ways where there seem to be no ways.
These fuzzy modes of being are supported by a welldeveloped sense of split-focus and simultaneous processing
that encompasses Black life. Black people constantly
calculate situations in terms of the potential impact on
other Black people as well as the levels of indifference
generated by circumstances of white supremacy and
anti-Black racism. In effect, we imagine our dancing at
least twice: as our families might understand it as well as
how whites, or others who do not live within the complex
circles of Black life, see us. These points of view tend
to diverge, and white audiences tend to focus on a sexy
muscularity or the dynamism of leaping or kicking as the
vectors of understanding our dancing. Black audiences,
though, recognise strands of spiritual deliverance or group
communion as ways to consider what happens on a stage,
or in the church sanctuary, or sometimes even on
a dance floor at a party.

Working through concatenating arrays of visual suggestion,
amid embodied citational nimbleness, concerns of local
historical lore and deep sociological references were
brought forth to an audience of witnesses to struggle
with decision-making in the performance.
We work from the imperative of a collective voice; of
creative practices that encourage artists and accomplices
to choose what we need from an endless stream of
possibilities. But we bend the information, the gesture, the
sound toward a possibility of Black empowerment and Black
joy, dancing towards deliverance that is of then and there
and also for right now. In this, a centuries-old technology of
moving the body meets an ongoing future of dizzying array,
to suggest Black dancing at the precipice: bound up in any
number of theoretical possibilities, but always confirming a
complex diversity to found among each, every, and all of us.

Black life emerges in the place of these predictive
performances that suggest futures of technological
interfaces. These are the new dialogues that imbue
contemporary dance with urgent responsibilities: to
reflect the ways of the ancestors re-imagined to speak to a
posthuman predicament. Contemporary Black art wonders
at the persistence of slavery, apartheid, and colonialism
even as it experiments with live processing devices and local
histories, as in the SLIPPAGE project ...these borders...
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